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1. Introduction 

 A long legacy of empirical research suggests that patents are more important for 

stimulating research in pharmaceuticals than in any other industry (Levin et al. 1987; 

Cohen et al. 2000). Patents on new drug compounds are difficult to invent around, and 

thus are effective in preventing imitation. At the same time, without patents, imitation of 

existing therapies is comparatively easy. The very effectiveness of some drug patents has 

an obvious downside, which is to restrict access to low-price therapies in the meantime. 

Pharmaceuticals have been traditionally classified as a “discrete product” industry, in 

which relatively few patents cover a single product (Levin et al. 1987; Cohen et al. 2000). 

The ideal type arises when a single patent, covering a novel active ingredient, protects 

innovation on a newly available drug.  

 As we explain in this paper, this characterization is an increasingly poor fit. 

Brand-name firms have sought increasing recourse to ancillary patents to protect their 

market positions, including patents on chemical variants, alternative formulations, 

methods of use, and other relatively minor aspects of the drug. The result is a web of 

overlapping claims, which a generic drug maker must address or avoid in order to market 

a competing product. These patents are also conventionally viewed as “weak” patents (or 
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low quality patents) in the sense that if litigated to judgment, they are less likely to be 

found valid and infringed.  

 The resulting proliferation of drug patents is not confined to the United States. To 

take just one example, a sector report prepared by the European Commission reports a 

dramatic rise in the number of patents per drug, with some individual drugs having 

dozens of patents (European Commission 2009). The EU report and other commentators 

have referred to this phenomenon, and the resulting burden it places on generic 

competitors, as a patent “thicket.” This term is problematic, however, because for some 

readers it evokes a fragmentation of intellectual property rights across multiple actors, 

and the challenges of with negotiating access to them (Shapiro 2003).  

 We use the alternative term “evergreening” to refer to patent proliferation that has 

the potential effect of prolonging brand exclusivity and delaying generic entry. We use 

the term advisedly, as we recognize the term has a negative connotation for some. It bears 

emphasis that in this paper, we make no claims about the welfare implications of these 

activities, though we speculate on these in the conclusion. One virtue of the term is that it 

highlights a distinctive temporal effect to the practice, compared to (some accounts of) 

thickets. In its simplest form, patents in a thicket tend to coincide temporally, so that 

multiple patents block entry at a point in time. By contrast, evergreening involves the 

accumulation of later expiring patents, with a view to extending the duration of the patent 

monopoly term.1 

 Evergreening is mediated by FDA regulatory practice. Here, we focus on a 

particular aspect of that practice, the FDA’s establishment of criteria for which patents 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 We use the term narrowly, to the exclusion of other life-cycle management practices, such as 

reformulations and product line extensions, to which the term is sometimes also applied.  
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may be “listed” as pertinent to a particular brand-name drug. Only certain types of 

patents may be listed. Listed patents are associated with each brand-name drug in an 

official FDA compendium called the “Orange Book.”2  

 Listing has important consequences. In one respect, it makes the generic firm’s 

life easier, by identifying which patents are most pertinent, thereby reducing uncertainty 

about the patent landscape for a particular drug. Ideally, the generic drug maker can 

simply refer to the Orange Book, rather than scour all patent listings for possibly 

pertinent patents. On the other hand, listing makes life harder for the generic firm. 

Among other effects, a generic firm must “challenge” every listed patent as invalid or not 

infringed, or else wait until patent expiration before the FDA approves its application. 

Thus, the listing process reduces some of the costs normally associated with thickets, 

while increasing others. 

 In recent and ongoing work (Hemphill 2011a, 2011b), some of which we report 

here, we have explored the buildup of listed patents, and concomitant increase of generic-

firm efforts to offer a competing generic product prior to the expiration of those patents. 

A key result is the differential effect of different patent types, as reflected in the aspect of 

the drug that they cover. A patent covering the drug’s active ingredient is less likely to be 

challenged. A patent covering an ancillary aspect of the drug, rather than the active 

ingredient, is more likely to be challenged.  

 In this paper, we examine the effects of different types of patents on generic entry. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 The official name is Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluations. The 

publication lists those drugs that have been approved as safe and effective, and information about the 
availability of alternative “therapeutically equivalent” drugs, usually generic drugs. The “Orange Book” 
nickname refers to the initial choice of orange for the cover of the book’s first edition, published in October 
1980. Patent (and exclusivity) information was added to the Orange Book starting in 1985, after the 
passage of the Hatch-Waxman Act. 
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We extend our previous work by considering, as an additional type of “weak” patent, 

brand-name patents that are not listed in the Orange Book. Such unlisted patents might 

give rise to thicket-like concerns, particularly uncertainty about which patents are 

relevant to a particular technology. They are also a particularly salient form of weakness, 

to the extent that they have failed the Orange Book’s test of pertinence. We develop a 

new measure of unlisted patents and examine their role in the growth of patent portfolios 

and effect on generic-firm attempts to offer a competing product, despite that portfolio. 

Surprisingly, we find little evidence that patent portfolio characteristics, including the 

number and characteristics of listed and unlisted patents, have an effect on the extent of  

genericization, or the timing of generic entry. In an effort to understand these results, we 

examine patent-by-patent litigation results for a sample of litigated patents. 

 We proceed as follows. In the next section, we explain the patenting and 

regulatory regime that governs drug competition, including patent listing standards, and 

review the debate about evergreening. In Section 3, we trace the growth of evergreening 

over the past 25 years, as measured by listed patents per drug, nominal duration of 

protection, acquisition of low-quality (non-active ingredient) patents, and unlisted (non-

Orange Book) patents. Section 4 examines the effects of patents on generic entry and 

market life conditional on generic entry. We find only limited evidence that these patents 

matter for the extent of generic entry, or for effective market life conditional on generic 

entry. In Section 5, we explain this surprising result: the particular institutions created by 

the Hatch-Waxman Act, including patent listing standards and a special bounty to 

encourage generic firms to challenge brand-name patents, limit the strength of weak 

patents—whether non-active ingredient or unlisted (or both)—in this industry. 
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2. Regulatory Background: The Hatch-Waxman Act and Orange Book Patent 

Listing 

 New drugs have secured dramatic reductions in morbidity and mortality from 

disease during the last century (Murphy and Topel 2000). While the costs of drug 

discovery and safety and efficacy evaluation is high—some argue as high as $800 million 

(DiMasi et al. 2003)—the marginal cost of copying a drug is generally low. Once generic 

entry occurs, there is a dramatic reduction in price and increase in access. Given the 

importance of new drugs for health on the one hand, and the importance of generic entry 

for reduced prices and increased access on the other, appropriate calibration of the market 

exclusivity term of pharmaceuticals has long been a central concern to U.S. health and 

innovation policy. 

 The Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984, commonly 

known as the Hatch-Waxman Act, established the modern regime for competition 

between brand-name and generic drugs. The Act provides a pathway for a generic firm to 

market a competing, “therapeutically equivalent” version of a brand-name drug by filing 

an Abbreviated New Drug Application, or ANDA, with the FDA. The most important 

requirement is bioequivalence, that the rate and extent of absorption of the active 

ingredient are the same between its proposed generic product and the brand-name drug. 

New clinical trials are not required.3 This aspect of the Act is credited with a sharp 

increase in generic drug use, from less than 20 percent of prescriptions in 1984 (Frank 

2007) to 78 percent in 2010 (IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics 2011). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3 The Act also conferred some benefit on brand-name firms. The “term restoration” part of the Act 
granted to the brand-name firm a term extension, one patent per drug, to make up for part of the time spent 
in lengthy pre-approval safety and efficacy studies. 
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 Most new drugs are patent protected. If the generic firm chooses not to challenge 

any patents, then the FDA delays ANDA approval until expiration of the last listed 

patent. In many cases, however, the generic firm attempts to enter prior to patent 

expiration. In that case, the generic firm files an ANDA containing a “Paragraph IV” 

certification, asserting that one or more listed patents are invalid or not infringed by the 

proposed generic product. The filing of such an ANDA is an act of patent infringement, 

which often prompts a patent infringement suit by the brand-name firm. As discussed in 

part 5, however, the suit may not involve all of the challenged patents. This pattern—

launch, challenge, sue—is frequent for major drugs. Nearly all of the top ten best-selling 

drugs of 2000, and again in 2005, had Paragraph IV challenges (Hemphill 2006, 2009).  

 The Orange Book listing process both facilitates and necessitates these patent 

disputes. As noted in the Introduction, the Act requires brand firms to list most pertinent 

patents. For patents issued before NDA approval, a brand-name drug maker is required to 

list any patent containing at least one claim that covers the drug’s active ingredient, its 

formulation, or any method of use pertaining to an approved indication. For patents 

issued after NDA approval, listing is not required, but there is a strong incentive to list.  

 The incentive comes from the generic firm’s obligation, when it files its ANDA, 

to challenge every listed patent or else wait until patent expiration before receiving FDA 

approval.4 All brand-name patents listed before ANDA filing are subject to this 

obligation. Moreover, listing provides an additional advantage in litigation. When the 

brand-name firm files a suit on a timely listed patent, the generic firm is subject to an 

automatic stay of FDA approval for up to 30 months, while the patent suit is considered 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

4 There is an exception. If patent covers a method of use for which the generic firm does not seek 
FDA approval, the generic firm can make a “section 8” filing as to that patent, rather than a Paragraph IV 
certification. 
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by the district court.5 

 The brand-name firm’s decision to list has an ancillary benefit for the generic 

firm. Under certain circumstances, the first generic firm to file an ANDA is entitled, upon 

FDA approval, to a 180-day exclusive right to market its product in competition with the 

brand-name firm before other generic firms may enter. This special bounty provides an 

incentive for a generic firm to challenge a brand-name patent, helping to overcome 

collective action problems among generic firms in challenging patents. Listing can 

provide a benefit to the generic firm where there is a strong, hard-to-challenge patent 

expiring at t1, and a weaker patent expiring at t2. The second patent provides a realistic 

basis for the exclusivity, which would not have been conferred by the first patent alone. 

 Not all patents are listed in the Orange Book. Methods of manufacturing the drug, 

for example, are prohibited. So are formulations that do not cover the marketed drug 

product, and methods of use covering unapproved indications. For patents issued after 

NDA approval, listing is not required, and despite the incentives discussed above, not all 

eligible patents are actually listed. Brand-name drug makers are free to assert unlisted 

patents against generic drug makers.  

 Unlisted patents are part of a generic firm’s patent clearance search, the 

determination of which patents stand in the way of attempted entry (Rumore 2007). Such 

patents may be harder for generic firms to identify and plan around. Unlisted patents are 

the source of patent litigation between brand-name and generic firms,6 but much less 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 In practice, the “30 month stay” is generally shorter than that, because measured from the brand-

name firm’s receipt of notice of the ANDA with a Paragraph IV certification, not the start of patent 
litigation. 

6 For example, a recent Paragraph IV litigation surrounding the antihistamine Allegra the brand 
firm also asserted patents covering fexofenadine intermediates and methods of making the product 
(Rumore 2007).  
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frequently than listed patents. 

  

3. Pharmaceutical Patenting Since Hatch-Waxman 

 We begin our analysis by reporting changes over time in patenting, over the 25 

years since the Hatch-Waxman Act was passed. We restrict attention to drugs that contain 

a novel active ingredient, so-called new molecular entities, or NMEs. NMEs are 

generally considered to be among the most innovative drugs. Our data is the set of 382 

NMEs approved by the FDA between 1985 and 2002. 

 As detailed in Hemphill and Sampat (2011a), for each drug, we collected 

information about applicable patent protection from current and archival editions of the 

Orange Book (FDA 1985-2009). Our first measure is the number of unique patents listed 

in any edition of the Orange Book. A second measure is the lag between a drug’s 

approval date and the date of the last-expiring patent, which we call the “nominal” patent 

term. 

 Figure 1 shows an increase in the mean and median number of listed patents per 

drug over this period.7 The mean value increased from about 2 to nearly 4 patents per 

drug, and the median increased from 1 to 3 patents per drug. Since the data are right-

censored, these trends may understate the extent of growth of patenting.  Figure 2 shows 

that nominal patent term has also increased over this period, from about 14 to over 16 

years by the late 1990s, and only slightly lower in the most recent cohort.  

 To better understand the nature and extent of evergreening, we also coded the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 These figures differ slightly from those reported in Hemphill and Sampat (2011a) in two 

respects. First, here we examine NMEs rather than new chemical entities (NCEs). The main difference is 
that a drug that contains a novel active ingredient, but also a previously approved active ingredient, is an 
NME but not an NCE. Second, we include injectable drugs, excluded from the previous analysis.  
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strength of each listed patent, based on whether the patent claims the active ingredient. 

Active ingredient patents (“AI patents”) are relatively likely to be valid and infringed by 

a bioequivalent generic product, compared to non-AI patents. It is harder to establish 

their invalidity, as this would require showing the drug was previously disclosed or that 

the patentee engaged in inequitable conduct during the application process. Non-

infringement is even more difficult, at least for the NMEs that we consider here, since by 

definition, bioequivalent drugs will infringe.  

 We worked with a former PTO examiner of drug patent applications to code each 

patent according to whether it contained at least one active ingredient claim. In other 

words, a patent with both active ingredient and non-active ingredient claims counts as an 

AI patent. As discussed elsewhere (Hemphill and Sampat 2011a, b) the goal is to capture 

“basic” compound patents, as opposed to patents on ancillary aspects of the drug. For 

example, patents covering the particular formulation or composition of the drug, or 

methods of use, are coded as non-AI patents. We take a narrow view of AI status. Thus, 

patents on alternative isomers, crystalline structures, salts, and metabolites are also coded 

as non-AI patents.   

 We examined the construct validity of these measures in two ways. First, we 

determined which patent on an NME is selected for “patent extension.” Under the 

restoration provisions of Hatch-Waxman, one patent per drug can be extended to 

compensate the drug maker for delays during the FDA review process, and a branded 

drug maker thus has a strong incentive to extend a patent that is likely to be found valid 

and infringed by potential generic products. A much higher share of AI patents was 

extended than non-AI patents (79 percent versus 13 percent). Second, we examined the 
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timing of AI versus non-AI patents, under the view that more basic patents would be 

applied for earliest. We find that of the patents we have characterized as AI patents, 77 

percent are the first filed patents (by application year) for the drug, compared to just 17 

percent of non-AI patents. 

 Figure 3 shows that the share of NMEs with a listed non-AI patent increased 

sharply over this period, from less than 60 percent to about 85 percent, with particularly 

sharp increases over the 1990s. Taken together, the data provide strong evidence of 

growing aggressiveness in patenting by pharmaceutical firms over this period, consistent 

with allegations about growth of evergreening.8  

 What about unlisted patents? By definition, these are difficult to identify, since 

there is no official accounting of them. We developed a rough measure of unlisted patents 

by identifying all patents that shared priority with a listed drug—that is, all U.S. issued 

patents in the same patent family. This information was obtained from the USPTO 

“related application” data. Specifically, for each listed patent we determined all parent 

and child applications that resulted in issued patents.9  

 The NMEs approved over this period had 1122 listed patents. The listed patents 

shared priority with 717 unlisted patents. We did not individually code the unlisted 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

8 The growth of ancillary patents may also have implications for use of patent-based statistics as 
economic indicators. Graham and Higgins (2007) find that firm level correlations between new product 
introductions and drug patenting (based on Orange Book patents and a firms overall patenting in 
pharmaceutical patent classes) during 1985-2001 are quite low, in contrast to work by Comanor and 
Scherer (1969) showing a strong relationship between the two in the 1950s. The authors suggest this raises 
questions about the uses of patents as proxies for innovation in this industry. Our findings at the product 
level, showing that patents per drug are increasing over time, are consistent with this. While these ancillary 
patents are weaker in the legal sense, i.e., less likely to prevent the entry of a therapeutically equivalent 
generic product, we are agnostic as to whether the patents represent less innovation. This is related to issues 
surrounding the “innovativeness” of incremental innovations in pharmaceuticals (Berndt et al. 2006, 
Wertheimer and Santella 2005), and those surrounding whether patent standards of innovativeness (novelty 
and non-obviousness) are aligned with the health benefits from new drugs (Roin 2009). 

9 Since U.S. patent applications that did not result in grants were not published until 1999, we 
cannot examine pending patent applications. This is a significant omission, since these applications could 
also create uncertainty for potential generic applicants. 
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patents as AI or non-AI patents. Treating the listed and unlisted patents as components of 

the “full” patent portfolio, unlisted patents account for 40 percent of the total. Moreover, 

as Figure 4 demonstrates, this accumulation of unlisted patents has also been increasing 

over time. Taken together, these results suggest that brand-name drug makers are 

patenting more aggressively, seeking more low-quality listed patents, extending the 

nominal patent term, and accumulating more unlisted patents. 

 

4. Patent Portfolio Characteristics and Generic Entry 

4.1 Extent of Genericization 

 At first glance, the growth of patenting depicted in Part 3 would seem to confirm 

some commentators’ worst fears about evergreening. However, as explained in Part 2, 

there is a unique opportunity to challenge and perhaps avoid the effect of these patents, 

which could limit their effect. In this section, we explore how patents and other drug 

characteristics affect the likelihood of entry and effective market life conditional on 

entry.  

 

Data 

 Here, we examine a second dataset, NMEs approved between 1992 and 1996 that 

have at least one listed patent. For each drug, we collected the same information about 

the drug’s patent portfolio described above. We also constructed, as additional patent 

measures, the number of AI patents and non-AI patents for each drug. For each drug, we 

collected the route of administration, on the view that orally administered drugs are easier 

to reverse engineer and imitate, and therapeutic class (Department of Veterans Affairs 
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2011). 

 To measure market potential, we calculated brand-name sales in year 5 after 

approval, using the National Sales Perspective database of IMS Health, the leading 

commercial provider. Sales at this point reflect market potential of the drugs, but are 

unlikely to reflect actual generic entry.10 We inflated sales to 2010 values using the CPI 

deflator (BLS 2010). Since our focus is on marketed drugs, we dropped three drugs with 

no reported sales, leaving a final sample of 116 drugs.  

 We observe generic entry as of the end of 2011. We define generic entry as 

approval of a therapeutically equivalent (TE) ANDA.11 For the generic product, we 

restrict attention to drugs that are bioequivalent to the brand-name drug and received an 

“A” rating of therapeutic equivalence from the FDA. We limit attention to TE generic 

drugs because non-TE generics aren’t close competitors. They fail to trigger automatic 

substitution under state law and formulary rules, and thus generally achieve much lower 

market penetration. We collected this information from an FDA listing of therapeutic 

equivalents called Drugs@FDA. Since Drugs@FDA does not provide information on 

therapeutic equivalence for brand drugs that have been discontinued, we supplemented 

this information with data from archival versions of the Orange Book products file, which 

allow us to determine whether the drug was ever the subject of therapeutically equivalent 

generic entry.  

 While we can reliably determine from these sources whether a drug has generic 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Of the NMEs that comprise our sample, nearly all are NCEs. For NCEs, no ANDA containing a 

Paragraph IV certification may be filed during the first four years after drug approval. (The relevant data 
exclusivity is sometimes referred to as “five-year exclusivity,” but the period is shorter in the case of a 
Paragraph IV certification. 21 U.S.C. §355(j)(5)(F)(ii).) 

11 That is, we only count drugs that are deemed bioequivalent to the brand-name drug and received 
an “A” rating of therapeutic equivalence from the FDA. 
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equivalents, it is more difficult to assess exactly when first generic entry occurred. 

However, beginning in 2001 the FDA began publishing a “first time generics” list that 

provides this information. Accordingly, we also constructed an indicator of whether a 

drug experienced first generic entry within 15 years.  

 Table 1 shows the distribution of these variables. About three-fifths of the drugs 

approved between 1992 and 1996 had experienced generic entry by the end of 2011, and 

about 40 percent experienced generic entry within 15 years. The sample includes drugs 

that range from those with trivial sales to blockbusters. The top selling drug is Lipitor, 

with $5 billion in sales in its fifth year after approval. About half of the drugs are orally 

administered. Interestingly, while the mean number of listed patents exceeds the mean 

number of unlisted patents, the number of unlisted patents is more variable. On average, 

the drugs have about one AI patent and 2 non-AI patents.12 Consistent with the aggregate 

descriptive statistics depicted in Figure 2, average nominal patent term exceeds 16 years.  

 

Analyses  

 We begin by estimating linear probability models relating whether there was a 

generic entry on a drug (by 2011) to drug characteristics, sales in year five, and other 

patent portfolio characteristics. Each of the models includes indicators for drug class and 

brand approval year.  

 Table 2 shows results. In the baseline model, reported in Column 1, sales have a 

positive and significant effect on the likelihood that a drug experienced generic entry by 

2011. As expected, oral dosage forms are also more likely to draw generic entry, but the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Multiple AI patents can occur for several reasons, including when an early patent claims a genus 

of compounds, and a later patent covers the specific active ingredient of the drug. 
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effect is statistically insignificant. Column 2 shows a first surprising result: the total 

number of listed patents on a drug has no qualitatively or statistically significant effect on 

genericization. In Column 3, we break out counts of AI and non-AI patents, finding that 

neither has an effect. Nor does nominal patent term from listed patents (Column 4). In 

Column 5 we introduce counts of unlisted patents on a drug, finding a positive and 

insignificant association with genericization, suggesting that these patents also do not 

appear to deter generic entry. 

 In the models in Columns 1 through 5 we examined all patents on a drug. 

However, it is possible that generic entry also affects accumulation of patents, i.e., 

causality is in the opposite direction. To account for this possibility, in the models 

reported in Columns 6 and 7 we restrict the set of patents to those issued within 5 years of 

brand approval. Generic entry ordinarily cannot occur before this time due to data 

exclusivity rules. In these models too the number and quality of patents do not have a 

significant association with whether a drug went generic as of 2011.  Column 8 breaks 

out counts of early listed and unlisted patents, and shows that neither has an effect.13 

 Table 3 shows results from models where the dependent variable is whether 

generic entry occurred within 15 years, giving each approval year cohort an identical 

window for potential generic entry.  The results are similar to those from the baseline 

analyses.  

 Overall, the results suggest that while market size matters for genericization, the 

number or quality of patents on a drug do not. This is surprising. However, it is possible 

that patent portfolios affect the timing of generic entry—by delaying the decision to file 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

13 We obtain similar non-results from logit models, and from models with different 
transformations of the patent variables (dichotomous measures rather than counts, and natural logs of patent 
counts). 
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an ANDA—even if they do not matter for whether entry eventually occurs. Since we lack 

information on precise timing of first generic entry for this sample, we cannot examine 

this directly. In the next section we address this directly, using a dataset in which we are 

able to measure the duration of brand exclusivity.  

 

4.2. Do More Patents Influence Effective Market Life? 

Data 

 This analysis builds on our prior examination of Paragraph IV patent challenges 

and effective market life (Hemphill and Sampat 2011b). Here, our dataset is the 123 

NMEs that were first subjected to competition from a TE generic product between 2001 

and 2010.14 We examine the same variables as before,15 but now using a set of drugs in 

which generic entry has occurred. 

 Our primary measure of effective market life is the time from brand approval until 

final FDA approval of the TE generic product. This measure of market life differs 

slightly from that used in previous analyses (e.g. Grabowski and Kyle 2007), which use a 

measure of generic launch rather than approval. We also examine this alternative measure 

in a robustness check. The difference between the two may be particularly relevant for 

considering the effects on unlisted patents: even if a generic firm secures ANDA 

approval from the FDA, it might delay a launch, in part due to the overhang of unlisted 

patents.  

 Table 4 shows descriptive statistics on these variables.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 In Hemphill and Sampat (2011b) we focused only on drugs with drugs eligible for patent 

challenges, so the sample size there was 119 rather than 123.  
15 The patent measure is slightly different, limited to those patents issued prior to generic entry, on 

the view that patents issued after entry are not expected to affect generic entry. 
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Results 

 Table 5 relates our primary measure of effective market life to drug 

characteristics. The drug sales measure does not matter for effective market life. 

However, consistent with the impression that these drugs are easier to reverse engineer, 

effective market life is significantly lower for orally administered drugs. The number of 

listed patents is not significantly associated with effective market life (Column 2). 

Column 3 shows that while the count of strong (AI) patents is associated with longer 

market life, this effect, like the effect of the number of weaker (non-AI) patents, is 

insignificant. Even nominal patent term is unrelated to actual effective market life 

(Column 4). Overall, the number, nature, and duration of listed patents have no 

straightforward relationship with effective market life. However, Column 5 does show 

that that the number of unlisted patents on a drug has a statistically significant positive 

association with effective market life. All else equal, a one standard deviation increase in 

the number of unlisted patents is associated with about an 8-month increase in effective 

market life. 

 What if we instead employ the alternate measure of market life, time to generic 

launch? Table 6 reports point estimates that are qualitatively similar to Table 5. Nominal 

patent term is now positive and significant at the 10 percent level (it was insignificant in 

the previous analysis), and the count of unlisted patents is positive and significant at the 

10 percent level (previously significant at the 5 percent level). 

 Though there has been much concern about evergreening in this industry, we find 

that weak patents, though much more prevalent in recent years, do not appear to have a 
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strong effect on the final outcome of generic entry. Nor do unlisted patents, which might 

be expected to discourage generic entry, consistently matter. The effects of nominal 

patent term on generic entry are also weak.   

 

5. The Explanation: Paragraph IV Challenges 

5.1 Previous Research 

 What explains this weakness of weak patents in pharmaceuticals? We believe the 

explanation is the patent listing and challenge regime unique to this industry. As noted, 

Paragraph IV challenges provide a means for a generic firm to pursue entry when it 

believes the relevant patents to be invalid or not infringed.  

Paragraph IV challenges are an important source of generic competition (FTC 

2002; Grabowski 2004; Hemphill 2006). Hemphill and Sampat (2011a) show that these 

have risen sharply over time: about 20 percent of drugs approved between 1985 and 1987 

drew challenges, compared to over 50 percent of drugs approved between 2000 and 2002. 

For this very reason, they are a controversial feature of the Hatch-Waxman regime 

(Engelberg 1999; Higgins and Graham 2009).  

Grabowski (2004) and others take the view that these challenges are 

indiscriminate, targeting high sales drugs rather than low quality patents. For example, 

Voet (2006) asserts that “the validity of virtually all major patented drugs is being 

challenged not necessarily because they are not meritorious patents, but only because that 

is the road to riches.” The argument is that they are pursuing a “prospecting” strategy—

challenging many brand-name products in the hope of winning a few of them, and thus 

increasing uncertainty and reducing innovation incentives for brand-name firms 
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(Grabowski 2004; Higgins and Graham 2009). Gal and Shari (2007) report a widespread 

sense that generic firms are “legal sharks that take advantage of loopholes” in the Hatch-

Waxman Act. Higgins and Graham (2009) suggest that Paragraph IV challenges reduce 

effective patent life, thereby “diminish[ing] industry revenues and profits,” and 

“contribut[ing] to the current crisis in industry R&D pipelines.” 

In two previous papers we have argued against this conventional view of patent 

challenges. Hemphill and Sampat (2011a) examines all drugs approved between 2000 

and 2008, to assess factors affecting the hazard that the drugs attract Paragraph IV 

challenges. There we find evidence that market size (proxied, as in the other analyses 

discussed above, by brand-name drug sales) does have a strong effect on the likelihood of 

a patent challenge. But patent strength also matters: drugs with non-AI patents, 

particularly those that extend nominal patent term, are significantly more likely to draw 

challenges. Thus weak patents—defined, as noted above, as those that if litigated to 

judgment, will be found valid and infringed—particularly term-extending weak patents, 

are most likely to draw challenges.16 This view suggests the characterization of 

challenges as frivolous attacks that reduce market life is too simple. Rather, patent 

challenges may also be important for preventing welfare losses to consumers from low-

quality patents.17 

One concern in interpreting those results causally is the potential that challenges 

and patent accumulation are responsive to some third factor (e.g. market potential not 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 We also found that off the shelf measures of patent quality, including citations and family size, 

are also related to challenges: drugs with lower quality patents, by these measures, were more likely to 
attract challenges. However, these measures are more related to the private value of patents than the 
strength of patents as we define it above.  

17 Branstetter et al. (2011) estimate the static welfare gains from Paragraph IV challenges for 
hypertensive drugs alone to be over $90 billion over the 1997-2008 period.  
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captured by measured sales) or that anticipation of challenges (to the strong patents) is 

compelling firms to accumulate more ancillary patents for defensive reasons.  

In Hemphill and Sampat (2011b) we developed a second empirical strategy to 

address this concern. There, we examined all 119 NMEs with successful generic entry 

between 2001 and 2010 and at least one patent eligible for challenge (a subset of the 

sample employed in Section 4.2 above).  

These drugs included 319 patents, of which 190 were challenged. We showed that 

of the patents challenged, more than 80 percent were non-AI patents. And the likelihood 

of challenge to AI patents was much lower than the likelihood of challenge to non-AI 

patents: 29 versus 75 percent. We also estimated models with drug fixed effects to show 

that even within drugs, the likelihood of challenge was significantly higher for non-AI 

patents, and those that extended nominal patent term. This provides further evidence that 

challenges are not just about prospecting, but rather are disproportionately targeting 

lower quality patents and late expiring patents. These results help explain why, contrary 

to previous predictions (Grabowski and Kyle 2007), effective market life has remained 

stable over the past decade despite a rise in the frequency and alacrity of challenges. We 

also show that even though challenges are more common for higher sales drugs, there is 

no difference in effective market life across the sales distribution: challenges are 

responding to evergreening, which is more common for higher sales drugs, and help 

ratchet effective market life back to about 12 years, what it has been over the much of the 

post-Hatch-Waxman era.  
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5.2 New Evidence from Patent Litigation Outcomes 

 Hemphill and Sampat (2011b) did however provide limited evidence consistent 

with prospecting: in some models, challenges to AI patents are increasing with drug 

sales. We speculated that generic challenges to AI patents were unlikely to be successful, 

and provided indirect evidence on this by showing such challenges are not significantly 

related to effective market life. Here, we examine the outcomes of challenges to AI and 

non-AI patents directly. For the 190 patents that were challenged (associated with 78 

drugs) we examined which were actually litigated, using information from Paragraph 

Four Reports (a commercial vendor), the Stanford IPLC database (now called Lex 

Machina), ANDA approval letters, SEC filings, and press releases. 

            Table 7 shows that of the 190 patents that were challenged, only 107 were 

litigated. The majority of the litigated patents are non-AI patents (80 percent), not 

surprising since non-AI patents are the great majority of challenged patents. But the 

likelihood of a brand litigating a challenged patent is significantly greater for AI patents 

than non-AI patents (68 percent versus 54 percent), suggesting brand’s belief in the 

strength of these cases. 

            For each patent that was litigated, we also determined outcomes of this litigation 

as of the end of 2011. We focus here on patents where there is a clear win for generics or 

brands, excluding 36 patents that result in settlements and 4 patents that expired during 

litigation. Settlements, particularly those involving payments for delayed entry, are an 

important policy issue in assessment of Hatch-Waxman patent challenges: in ongoing 

work we are examining the types of patents that settle, and whether settlements are more 

like brand or generic wins in their effects on timing of entry. Patents that expire during 
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litigation are also difficult to classify as brand or generic wins. 

           Table 8 relates litigation outcomes to patent type for the 67 patents where there is 

a clear brand or generic win. Generics win 83 percent of litigation over non-AI patents, 

and brands win 85 percent of litigation over AI patents. These results suggest that once 

subjected to litigation, neither prospecting nor evergreening appear to be all that 

successful.  

 

5.3 What About Unlisted Patents? 

  While we do not have information about litigation of unlisted patents for these 

drugs, evidence from other sources suggests that assertion of these patents is rare. For a 

set of 363 drugs with Paragraph IV challenges (as to at least one patent) listed in 

Paragraph Four Reports, we compiled information on which patents were litigated. 

Overall, 638 distinct patents were litigated. Of these, only 49 (about 8 percent) were 

unlisted patents.18 While it is difficult to demonstrate whether the rareness of litigation on 

these patents is due to their weakness or the absence of procedural advantages that 

accompany Orange Book listing, and we do not have information on outcomes of 

litigation on these patents, the fact that they are such a small share of patents asserted in 

litigation provides at least some evidence of the relative unimportance of unlisted patents 

for generic entry in pharmaceuticals.  

 The difficulties brands appear to face in successfully defending non-AI patents, 

and difficulties in successfully litigating unlisted non-Orange Book patents, likely help 

reconcile the results from the descriptive analyses in Section 3 with the regression 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Of the 589 Orange Book patents that were litigated the vast majority (493, or about 84 percent) 

are non-AI patents, consistent with the figures reported above on the types of patents involved in litigation. 
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analyses in Sections 4 and 5. Despite the growth of ancillary patenting—evidence of 

evergreening—non-AI patents listed on the Orange Book are routinely challenged and do 

not matter much for generic entry. Unlisted patents are also increasingly common, but 

rarely asserted in patent litigation.  

 

6. Conclusion 

 In the quarter century since the passage of Hatch-Waxman, the practice of listing 

ancillary term-extending patents on the Orange Book has been growing rapidly. On 

average, these patents are weak in the sense of Farrell and Shapiro (2008): They are of 

less certain validity and/or less likely to be infringed, compared to active ingredient 

patents. Unlisted drug patents have also been growing. In light of these trends, current 

concern about evergreening is understandable.  

 In pharmaceuticals, as in other industries, weak patents result because it is 

difficult for resource-constrained patent offices to thoroughly evaluate the hundreds of 

thousands of applications they receive annually. Theoretical work suggests these weak 

patents can be unexpectedly strong in their ability to exclude rivals or provide a basis for 

extracting royalties (Farrell and Shapiro 2008). 

 In this sector, however, weak patents appear … relatively weak. There is only 

limited evidence that unlisted patents matter for competition, and they are rarely asserted 

in pharmaceutical patent litigation. And listed non-AI patents do not have a strong effect 

on the extent of generic entry, or the duration of market exclusivity period. The longer 

nominal patent term sustained by such patents is not associated with longer effective 

market life.  
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 We have suggested the reason why. The Hatch-Waxman patent listing and 

challenge rules, underpinned by the bounty available to a first generic firm challenging 

brand-name patents, create a setting where potential competitors are able and willing to 

give a strong second review to weak patents listed on the Orange Book.  

 Without the listing, challenge, and bounty features of Hatch-Waxman, aggressive 

drug patenting would almost certainly delay generic entry in the United States. The U.S. 

setting may be unique, however. A lack of similar institutions in other jurisdictions may 

explain why our findings diverge from those of the EU Sector Report, which suggests 

strong effects of evergreening on competition in European pharmaceutical markets. 

Numerous developing countries, lacking robust institutions for ex post review of patents, 

have instead sought to limit non-active ingredient patents in pharmaceuticals ex ante 

through higher patentability standards and patent subject matter restrictions (Deere 2009).   

 Lemley (2001) has considered the costs and benefits of more thorough ex ante 

versus ex post review of patents, and suggested the latter is be more efficient given the 

difficulty in identifying important patents early on, and resource constraints facing patent 

offices. Hatch-Waxman bounties create strong incentives for generics to identify and 

force ex post review of questionable patents on important drugs, and might be seen as an 

example of the rational ignorance concept working.  

 However, there are significant transaction costs associated with this system. First, 

though we argue claims that patent challenges are only about prospecting are overstated, 

surely some prospecting is occurring. In other words, patent bounties could encourage not 

only challenges that are likely to succeed, but low probability shots in the dark. Second, 

the regime is costly. Our previous work (Hemphill and Sampat 2011b) suggests that the 
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interplay of patent listing and challenges has resulted in a stalemate: branded firms 

acquire patents to extend term (especially for big drugs), generics challenge them, and net 

effective market life is stable across drugs and over time.  These activities, while creating 

legal activity and costs, effectively cancel one another out.   

 There may be better ways to achieve this. The pharmaceutical industry is a unique 

sector where more thorough review at an intermediate stage is possible, since Orange 

Book listings disclose commercially important patents soon after a product is approved.   

We previously suggested that a requirement that patents be subject to immediate re-

examination upon listing would help limit the need for some challenges, and may be a 

less costly way to scrutinize these patents (Hemphill and Sampat 2011b).19  

 If evergreening is futile, why do brands acquire weaker term-extending patents?  

It is possible that there are effects we aren’t seeing. Additional patents may affect the 

number of generic entrants and patent challenges, even if they don’t influence whether 

there is at least one generic entrant or the timing of entry. It is also possible that while 

weak patents don’t matter for entry on average, they do for a handful of drugs. In an 

industry that is heavily reliant on blockbusters, when a few months of extra exclusivity 

on these drugs can be extremely valuable, low-cost stockpiling of additional patents on 

drugs (even before market potential is known) may be economically rational. Finally, 

additional patents may change the bargaining power of brand firms in Hatch-Waxman 

litigation, and may help sustain better settlements, a topic we are currently exploring.     

 All of this assumes that weak patents are undesirable: that pharmaceutical 

companies should not enjoy market exclusivity from patents that would not meet 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 However, this would not eliminate the need for non-infringement challenges, only invalidity 

challenges. 
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patentability requirements if rigorously examined.  A broader question, beyond the scope 

of this paper, is whether patents that are of questionable validity are nonetheless 

important for innovation incentives, i.e., if patent standards are perhaps misaligned with 

innovativeness or the health impact of new drugs in this industry (Roin 2009).  
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